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3i3iuDING STRESSES DUE TO TPORSION 113 GIMTILJZVER BOX BEAMS 

By Paul Kuhn 

The paper begins with a brief discussion on the ori- 
gin of the bending stresses in cantflever box beams under 
torsion. A orltical survey of existing theory is followed 
by a summary of design formulas; this summary is based on 
the most complete solution publfshed but omits all refinec 
ments consfdered unnecessary at the present state of de- 
velopment. Strain-gage tests made by the X‘A.C.A. to ob- 
tafn some experimental verification of the formulas are 
described next. Finally, the formulas are applied to a 
series of box beams previously static-tested by the U.S. 
Army Air Corps; the results show that the bending stresses 
due to torsion are responsible to a large extent for the 
free-edge type of failure frequently experfenced in these 
tests, - 

IYTRODUCTION 

The problem of designing a box beam in torsion is 
common in aircraft construction. If all cro$s sections 
of the beam are free to warp out of their -plane, the walls 
will be in pure shear, which can be easily calculated. 
If, however, the cross sections are partly or complete_lg 
restrained from warping, which is the case if any vayia- 
tion of cross seotion or of loadfng occurs along the span, 
then bending stresses will arise in addition to the shear 
stresses. These bending stresses may be very large at 
the root of a cantilever box attached to a rigfd support; 
since direct bending stresses usually exist also, the calm 
culation of bending stresses due to torsion is important. 
The theoretical analysis of this problem has been made 
fafrly recently, - and it is the purpose of this gaper to 
give a critical survey of existing literature and a summa- 
ry of design formulas. The reliability of these formulas 
was checked by some strain-gage tests, whfch are described 
and discussed. Finally,' the paper shows the results of 
applying the formulas to a series of duralumin box beams 

- 
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that had been static-tested at Wright Field by the U.S. 
Army Air Corps, 

I, SURVEY OF EXISTING LITERATURZ 

The problem: ---- Earlier attempts at solution.- If the -- 
box beam of figure 1 is subjected to pre torque loads as 
indicated, the stress in the walls fs pure shear and is 
given by the formula 

T 
fa = ---- 2'bct (1) 

The shear stresses cause warping of the previdusly plane 
cross sections as fndicate'd by the dotted lineo. 

Suppose now the near end of the box to be buflf fn 
rigidly, so that the warping cannot occur* It is clear 
that the support at the end, in preventing the warping, 
must create tensile stresses at corners 1 and 3 and COW 
pressive stresses at corners 2,and 4, decrea'sing linearly 
to zero at the oenteP'lin.es of the w&116. ' The reeultant 
of the normal stresses at the root section of a wall is a 
bending moment. At other sections, the stress distribu- 
tion is nimilar but the magnitude of the stresses decreases 
and must be zero at the tip if the bulkheads are free to 
warp out of their own planes, an assumption that hold6 very 
CloselY for most types of bulkheads, 

The distribution of the normal stresses in the verti- 
cal waL1s i6 qualitatively similar to that which would OC- 
Cur if these two walls acted as independent cantilever 
beams in bending. Similarly, the horizontal walls may be 
considered as a pafr of beams in bending, It is therefore 
not Surpri6ing that the aeronautical literature records a 
number of attempts to 601Ve the problem of the box by Con- 
sidering it as composed of two pairs of beams independent 
of each other. Each pair of beam6 was assumed to carry 
part of the torque, and the unknown ratla of the components 
was determined either by considsrations of- deflections or * 
by the met.hod of least work, 

The fundamental objection to this method of--l;olntion 
IS that the condition of continuity is grossly violated 
at the edges of the box, Violations of the conditions of 
equiliyzfum or continuity appear in anjr approximate solu- 
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tion but, if the solution is to have any value, these vio- 
lations must be of a mfnor nature. If the box acted as 
two-pairs of independent beams, adjacent edges of two 
beans.would be in tension on one beam and Qn compression 
on the other beam, obviously a major violation of the 
principle of continuity, The numerous solutions of the 
box problem ba6Qd 03 the.nethod sketched Ln the preceding 
paragraph are theref-ore of littis practical value. 

R_eissnerls analysis.- The first correct anaiy-sis was 
published by Beissner (reference 1). Re analyzed a rec- 
tangular box without corner flanges and assumed infinitely 
close spacing of the bulkheads, Writing the eqtiation of 
the alaStLC lines of the walls and expressing all 6treS6Qi3 
in terms of the fiber stress at the edges of the box, he 
obtained a differential equation for this stress which he 
integrated for the end condftions of a root section rigid- 
ly built in and a tip section free,to warp. The loading 

. . assumed was a torque distributed uniformly along the 
length of the box; the case of a tapered box was aleo 
treated. 

l 

The case investigated by Reissnor is included as a 
special case in Ebnert6 work (reference 2) which will be 
later diSCUS66de 

b. 

& 

._. 
Atkin' analysis.- -------___ Atkin {reference 3), aithough mak- 

ing a.reference to Refgsner-l-6 work, ES%-d an entirely dif- - 

feront method, folloning the example of Timoshenko who fn- 
vostigated the StrQ66QS in a Solid rectangular prism in 
torsion. With one exception, the stress distribution 
across a section assumed by Atkrn was the same a6 that a6” 

sumed by il.ei66uer. lor the variation along the axis, how- 
ever, an arbitrary law with a free coefficient wa6 aSsUmea, 
and the coefficient was determined by the theorem of-ieasx 
work. 

The difference in stress distribution is physically 
not quite clear. Mathematfcally, the stresses introduced 
should be small of the second order in com?arfson with the 
other stresses and should therefore be neglected, Fur- 
thermore, it can be shown very easily that Atkin should 
have modified the stress function used by Timoshenko bQ- 
cause in Atkin's case the total 6trQfn along the length 
Of the box does not equal the warping or, in other words, 
Atkin has not fulfilled the fundamental condition that the 
root section remain plane, Atkin's- analysis is therefore 
of very doubtful value and comparison of numerical result6 
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by 112s formula and by any other formula shows differences 
of several hundred portent. 

Grzodzielski's analysis.- --I- --- Grz.edz&lski (reference 4) 
also refers to the work of ii-eissner and uses a similar 
method, He assumes, however, that the walls of the box 

carry only shear and that the bending stresees are car- 
ried by flanges of area A concentrated at-he corners 
(fig. 2). Grzedzielskils case, like that of Reissner, is 
contained as a special case in Ebner*s derivation and will 
therefore not be discussed in detail, Chile Grzedzielskite 
final formuladiffers in form from that of Bbner, both for- 
mulas reduce to the Sam-e approximate formula for the case 
of very t-hfck vertical walls (c/t, nogl.igiblo against 
b/tb) l Tho expression for the maximum normal stress at 
the root section becomes (with E = 2.5, G being the 
shear modulus) 

- 

This formula overestimates the normal stresses, being 
based on the assumption of infinitely close spacing of 
the bulkheads; but it may be used as a simple approxima- 
tion formula if the bulkhead spacing Is close (say a< $j b). 
If the fa-ctor 0.56 is reduced to 0.43, the error may be 
expected to be around &I,0 to 20 percent, 

The case of very thick vertical walls corresponds to 
that of a a-spar box, Formula (2) can therefore be Ob- 
tained also as a limiting case of the 2-spar wing th.eory 
discussed in refer-cnce 5. 

Ebnorfs analysis - --- --z Ebner'a'analysis (reference 2) is 
considerably more comprehensive than any of the preceding 
ones; it fncludes the influence of bulkhead spacing and 
bulkhead rigidity. lbnor assumes the box (fig. l.1 to be 
broken up into component boxes by cuts at the bulkheads; 
each component, or ll~ellll (fig, 31, is then loaded by two 
torque loads that can be computed from th-e externally aP- 
plied torque, by intermediate torque loads applied bofwoen 
the bulkheads (not shown in fig. 3, because they do not 
always exist), 
x3 

and by two groups of antisymmetrical forces 
that are caused by the adjoining cells which partly 

Prevent the warping of the cross sections, By means of 
the principle of-consistent deformations, a system of equa- 

4 
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c tend to support his vtew-point, 

(2) The bulkheads are assumed to be rigid in their 
own plane (but.free to warp out of their plane). Errors . . . 

due to this assumption will probably be less than about 5. 
percent if the bulkheads are solid sheets or trusses but I I 
may become very much larger if the bulkheads are sheets 
with large lightening holes or frames.. . 

tions for the X forces at the bulkheads can be derrved. 
This method of analysis -permits the calculation of boxes 
with any variation of dimensions or loading along the axis, 

The design formulas given in the next section are ei- 
ther taken directly from reference 2 or obtained by sim- 
pie mathematical approximations from formulas given there. 

II. SUMMARY OF DESIBB FOBNULAS 

Simpltfyfng Assumptions 

In view of the large uncertainties attending the cal- 
culatfon of butlt-up structures of th5n sheet; it is con- 
sidered sufficient to give only the most important formu- 
las. The fbllowfng asstimptions and simplifications are 
made. .- . _ _- 

(1) As far as bending stresses due to torsion are --.. -- 
concerned, it is generally sufficient to ccnsider OnIY the 
first bay at the root, or perhaps the first t??O, because 
the decrease of the stresses along the axis is very rapid 
(roughly following an euX curve). On the basis 0-f his -- 
numerical calculations, Xbner considers this simplifica- 
tion as applicable to most practical cases; caiculations 
on a-spar mings with stressed-skin coverin& (reference 5) 

(3) The torque moment at the root is used regardless 
Of the type of torque distribution along the axis. The ' 
foEmlae given are those for.a torque moment concentrated 
at the tip; they were chosen on account of their greater 
simplicity in spite of -t.ge fact that the most usu&l-cash -- 
is probably that of distri3uted torque. Again judging by 
EbnerIs and other numer5:cal calculations, the error due to 
Using the tip-torque formula in the case of a uniformly' 
distributed torque is not likely to exceed 20 percent-if 
the length of the box is more than three times the width 
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and the bulkhead spacing is less than the width. In vien 
of the fact that tests of thin-sheet structura can hardly 
be duplicated within 20 percent and that the bending 
stresses due to torsion are generally only a part of the 
total stresses, this error does not appear to bc exceBaiv6, 

(4) In the case of a box with dimensions varying 
along the span (box tapering or wall thicknesses changing), 
good approximations are obtained, according to Ebner, if 
it is assumed that all the cells of the box havo the same 
dimensions as the cell at the root. 

If it appears desirable or necessary to obtain a 
higher degree of accuracy than the following formulas 
will afford, recourse must be had to the formulas and 
methods developed in reference 2. 

Case A. Falls of Box Do Not Buckle 

The fundamental case is the case of a box with walls 
heavy enough to withstand bucklfng until the d.esign load 
is reached. For such a box, the force xR at the root 
(fig. 3) is given by 

XR = TL- a 
---- -- -T 
J3p (1 -I- p/4) b c 

and t-he normal stress at the root is given by 

6XR 
fn = i&J -k CrT-z C 

(3) 

(4) 

The force XB at the first bulkhead outboard of the root 
is given approximately by 

XB = XR 8 
-cp 

The variation of f, between bulkheads is linear. In 
theso formulas 

(5) 

(6) 

‘ 
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P 
16aa G/E A-- --e-.----- 

= G& f c/t,) (Mb + ctc + 68) 

Ep = cash-l -- 

I 
l+P 
IdI 

2 

7 

0) 

03) 

The positive directions of T and X are those 
shown in figure 3. It is important to note that the sign 
of X depends on the sign of II, so that- b and c 
must be in the same position relative to T and X as 
shown in figure 3. The-rule of signs may be stated as fol- 
lows: The normal. stresses En the pair of walls with the 1 
smaller secti'on aspect ratio (depth to thickness) are of 
the same sign as ff these malls acted as two independent 
cantilever beams in bending. L 

For a certain range, formulas (3) and (5) can be ap- 
proximated by 

x, (1 - 
x2 r 

g 
---- 2 

2 (1 =f- p> 

( 3s) 

,.....( 5a) --I 

The error in formulas (3a) and (5a) is less than 1 per-' 
cent if 1.5 < p < 3 and less than 5 percent if 0.9 < p 
< 6. -. 

Two special cases are possible where p becomes zero. 
The formulas are given here be&use they cannot be obtained 
by simply substituting p = 0 in formula (3). 

If the thickness of one pair of walls, say of the hor- 
izontal walls b, “becomes zero then 

x, = 51; T ( 3%) 

which is the case of two independent spars wfth concentrat- 
ed loads at the tip. 

If the bulkhead spacing becomes infinitely close 

. 
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. 

xR=K+ 

where K is defined by 

(34 

g2 = 
48 G/E 

-1 ----------- 
(b/tb t C/t,) (btb + Ct, -+ 6A) 

The shearing stresses at the root are given for tho 
wide wall b by 

f,= T -i--y L 
2 bc tb 

~$6 (XR - XB) 

and for the narrow wall c by 

f, = T. + -I----- 
2 bc t, 

&; (XR - x,) 

(9) 

under the assumption that the shear stress is uniformly 
distrtbuted over the depth of each wall. 

In formulas (9) and (lo), th-e first term-is the 
shearing stress for pure torsion (i.e*, wi-t;h all section0 
free to warp), and the second term gives the additional 
shearing stress accompanying the bending stresses. The 
wide wall is relieved of some shear; the narrow wall has. 
it=-shear increased by the restraining action of the sup- 
port. 

At the first bulkhead, the shear stresses may be com- 
puted by using formulas (9) and (lo), substituting XR 
fcr (XR - x3). 

Case B. All Walls Form Diagonal-Tension Fields 

If all four walls of the box form diagonal-tension 
fields, the force XR is given by 

where 

( 11) 

(12) 
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Pa = 

The total force acting 
preventing warping and 
tension TLn the webs, 

2/3 a2 -A--- 
(b/t% f c/t,) A 

l/8 (b - c)" ---VI--- 
b/'c, -I- c/t,) A 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

on a flange is the sum of th.e force -, 
of the force due to the diagonal 

The diagonal-tension stress is in wall b 

ft = T ----- . 
bc tb -& (XR - x,) 

and in wall c 

ft = &+ --& (x, - XB) 
C C 

(16) 

(17a.l 

(17b) 

Case C. The Cover Walls (b) Form Diagonal-Tension Zields 

The case where the cover walls form diagonal-t&Sian 
fields, probably the most common one, could be obtained 5y 
combining the methods used for solving cases A -and: 3.. 
The following section will, however, discuss some reasons 
for doubting that the assumptions used for case B are. 
in good agreement with the physical facts.. The writer 
therefore suggests the use of the formulas for case .A 
with the following modifications, which he believes to 

--- ~ 

give a picture closer to the true physical conditions. 

(1) In the terms 
thickness t 

b/tb of formulas.(6) and ('i'), the 
of the buckled wall is replaced by the ef- 

fective thickness in shear of a sheet in diagonal tension 

te = l/4 ; t (18) 
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cr t, = 5/8t for metal. . 

(2) In formulas (4) and ('7) the term (bt;.t, -I- ct, -I- 
w is replaced by 68,s where Be is the effective 
flange area defined by 

Ae = A -I- l/6 ctc -I- wtb (19) 

In this formula A is the actual concentrated flange area 
(if existing), and w is the effective width of a thin 
flat sheet in compression (w = 15tb for duralumin), 

(3) To the normal etress in the flange computed by 
means of (4), which is t-ensile or compressive, depending 
on X, is add-ed algebraically the compressive stress due 
to diagonal tension in the cover 

T 
'n = - 4c A 

8 

Remarks 

m) 

The formulas for case B are based on t-he elementary 
theory of the Wagner beam assuming,.amang other thfngs, 
that the struts are rigid, closely spaced, and so weli 
connected to the web that-the diagonal-tension folds are 
interrupted at the struts and t-hat the diagonal-tension 
stress is uniform in a field betlyeen struts. Actually, it 
is Qkely that the condZtions ~111 approach the opposite 
extreme of struts not connecte-d to the web so that the 
tensile stress will be constant along any given fold from 
flange to flange. This discrepancy is of small importance 
in the design of ordinary Wagner beams but, fn the case 
under consideration here, the flange. stresses vary froa 
their maximum value at the roo& to practically zero in a 
distance comparable with the length of a tension fold. 
This fact, together with the consid.eration that in shset- 
metal construction local deviations from the assumptions 
of the theory are often large and unpredfctable, leads to 
the conclusion that th-e formulas for case B cannot be 
expected to give very close agreement with facts. The 
very scanty quantitative informatfon available soems to 
indicate that the formulas give excessively conssrvativs 
(high) stresses in the flanges. 

Another factor that should be considered in some 

- 

r- 

. 
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cases is the fact that the transition of a flat sheet from 
a state of shear to a state of pure diagonal tension is 
very gradual. Qualitative suggort of.,this. c%im is &fven 
by various test reports; the only q-iantitatitie iiiforma- 
tion is contained in reference 6, which describes strain- 
gage tests on a Wagner beam, The information is not very 
exact, because the stress in the flange due to the diago- 
nal tension in the web is only a small part of the total 

-- 

flange stress; using this information a5 long as nothing .- - 
else is available, it may be concluded that the diagonal- 
tension state has been reached, practically speaking, .nhq;l 
the shear load exceeds the bucklin- B she&r 25. to 50 time 5 

-; 

(based on the measurements in tension and compression 
flanges, respectively). The main effect of this differ- 
ence is that the compression term in (16) and the compres- 
sion computed by (20) are reduced; it is suggested that 
these terms be multiplted by the ratio (actual shear/(25 X 
buckling shear). This procedure was applied to the two 
tests discussed in Part III, in which the cover buckled, 
and was found to be conservative. 

. 

Y 

. 

It might not be amiss to point out that box beams 
expected to work partly or entirsly in diagonal tens-ion 
reauire, 
corners. 

theoretically at least, di'stinct flanges at the 
Actually, it is quite possible to do without 

such flanges (beam 4 of Part IV) because the &brner5of a 
box have some stiffness and because, as po.inted out, the 
sheet continues to work partly in shear after buckling. 
In beam5 of this type, however, only very rough estimates 
Of the stresses can be mad8 because most assumptions Of 
the theory are no longer Valid. 

It might also be pointed out that the formulas for 
Case A nay be applied to boxes with'trussed walls, such as 
Wing frames with double drag br&ing or fuselages. IIt i-s- - 
anly necsssary to imaghne the diagonal13 of the trUSSe5--re-- 
placed by solid sheet webs of such thicknesses as to g?G- 

-..-.. 

the same shear deflection to the trusses. The method 
should, however, be usea with caution if there are large 
irregularities in the structure, which will be often true 
of fUS8lag8s. 

III. STRAIN-GAGE TESTS OX THBEE 90X BEAMS 

In order to gain same idea of horn closely the theorat- 
ical stresses may be actually approached, strain-gage tests 
were made by the N.A.C.A. on.three duralumin boxes. The di- 
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mensions of these boxes are shown in figure 4, which also 
shows the three gage.locations used. The bulkhead at the 
root was made of a-inch steel to prevent any possibility 
of warping. The boxes were assembled by means of screws 
instead of rivets to save manufacturing new side channels 
and bulkheads for each box. The strain gages uaed were 
Tuckerman gages (reference '7). Two gages of 2-inch gage 
length were used in the locations near the root section 
and two l-inch gages at the first bulkhead, The load ap- 
plied was a pure torque exerted on a loading arm at the 
tip by two weights, one acting down and one acting up over 
a pulley. The pulley friction was l.ess than 3/h percent 
for the pulley used for the O,Oll-inch box. For the pulley 
used for the 0.02%inch and 0.044-inch boxes it was about 
5 gorcent and was taken care of by additlonal nsights. 

The gages were located symmetrically with respect to 
the axis, so that there mere always two 2-inch gages and 
two l-inch gages at corr.esponding positions on the tension 
flange and on the compression flange. After taking a set 
of readings, the torque was reversed. In preliminary 
tests it was found necessary sometimes after reversing the 
torque to load the box several times before successive 
sets of readings agreed. In all later tests th-e box was 
therefore preloaded three times to about two thirds of the 
maximum load used in the test before a regular test run 
was made* In a number of cases the box was also turned 
over and the tests were repeated on the oppos%ts side. 

The accuracy of reading the 2-inch gages is somewhat 
less than =kZ?O pounds per square inch. The accuracy of 
reading the l-inch gage should be *40 pounds per square 
inch but, owing to difficulties in reading, it nas quite 
often only about f80 pounds per square inch. successive 
t-est runs with the gages left in their locations practi- 
cally always agreed within the limit of accuracy of read- 
iice. All readings were t&en 3 minutes after applying the 
load increment. 

Figures 5, 6, and 7 shos the test results. It will 
be not-ed that, in general, tension and compression were 
averaged separately, but in some cases tile differences be- 
tween the average tension and the aver'ags compression mere 
too small to show, so that only the normal stress (avera 
of tension and compression) was plotted. Figures 6 and ? 
also indicate the difference betmeen f-ension and compres- 
sion flangs, i.e., twice the compressive stress due to di- 
agonal tension computed by (20) and by the procedure rec- 

. 
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ommended in Fart II. The buckling load of'the cover sheet 
is indicated in figures 6 and 7. In figure 5 it falls out- 
side the range plotted. 

Figure 8 shows the average normal stress in the O.Oll- 
inch box, taken from figure-7, compared with the stresses 
calculated for the cover not buckled and buckled. .*- - :&ear 
the root, the cover was stiffened by the 2-inch bulkhead 
so that the buckles were hardly perceptible and this re- 
sult shows up in the stress curve, which follows first 
the line calculated for the cover not buckled and then 
gradually bends over to the line calculated for a buckled 
covere At the l-5/B-inch station, the experimental stress 
curve is between the two calculated lines; at the first 
bulkhead, the actual stress is considerably higher than 
the calculated stress and deviates considerably from the 
straight-line law. 

Figure 9 'shows for all three boxes the observed and 
the calculated stresses plotted against their spanmise lo- 
cation. It will be seen that in the bay the actual stress- 
es for the 0.022-inch box were considerably lower than cal- 
culated, and the difference is even larger for the 0.044-- 
inch box. At the first bulkhead, however, the observed 
stresses are considerably larger than those calculated for 
all three boxes. 

It has been pointed out that t'he accuracy of the 
stress measurements at the first bulkhead was very much 
lower than at the other stations. The measurements at the 
stations l/2 inch and 15/16 inch from the root are some- 
what doubtful because it was necessary to remove the out- 
side screms in order to permit installation of the gages; 
this change may have permitted the stress traj-etitories to 
curve away from the edge of the box. The i-5/8-inch sta- 
tions are therefore the most important ones and are Used 
for comparison. 

The differences betnaen observed and calculated 
stresses may be explained in part by the assumption that 
the efficiency of the bulkheads decreased with increase 
Of cover thickqess. ' If the bulkhead efficiency is defined 
as the ratio of the actual bulkhead spacing to .the "effec- 
tive" bulkhead spacing that gives agreement between calcz- 
lated and observed stresses at the l-5/B-inch station, the 
efficiencies are about 100, 45, and 30 percent for the 
O.Oll-inch box, the 0.022-inch box, and the 0.044-inch 



- 
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FbX, respectively. Pigure 9 shoivs the stresses cnlculated 
with the corresponding 
ted lines), 

"effective'1 bulkhead spacings (dot- 
which give agreezmnt at the l-5/8-inch station 

aod,decroase the discrepancy at the first bu'lkhead. Evan 
vith the fictitious bulkhead spa&n , however, the actual 
stress at the first bulkhead is 2-l to 3 times the cal- 
culated stress. 

On the basis of these tests only the tentative conclu- 
sion may be drawn.that, in relatively tkick-nailed box 
beams, the maximum stresses will be considerably lol?er 
than calculated stresses unless liberal allowances for 
bulkhead inefficiency are made because it is not likely 
that practical bulkhead constructions will be. tiore effi- 
cient than those used in these tests. In boxes with very 
thin covers, however, the theoretical stresees at the root 
may be reached or even exceeded. The rate of decrease of . 
stress along the span appears to be always much slower 
than calculated, a fact that should be borne in mind when 
investigating sections outboard of the root. No definite 
recommendations can be mde in this respect until a more 
detailed sxperimental. investigatfon is made, using rela- 
tively closer bulkhead spacings a-nd larger boxes &h-an used. 
in these tests. -. 

IV. APPLICATIOB TO ',7EIGEi FIELD TEST BEAM 

References 8 and 9 describe a series of torsion tests 
011 box beams. Six beams of t-his series were rectangular 
duralumin boxes of the same construction as shown in fig- 
ure 4; table I gives the dimensions. 

The test set=up is indicated in figure 10. The beams 
were te-st-sd with a constant bending load P and an in- 
creasing torque until "failure" 0ccurre.d. It is evident 
that the central section of the box is under the same con- 
dition as the root of a cantilever box. 

Th-e cover buckled in all tests, but the. side walls in 
only one test (beam 4). The bending stiffnesses of the 
beams were therefore calculated under the assumption that 
~a the compression side the area A and an effective 
width w = 15t of the cover plate were active. Experi- 
mental stiffnesses given in the test report were in most 
cases only very slightly larger than.the computed ones; 
consequently, it was considered sufficiently accurate for 

. 
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the purpose cf calculating the bending stresses due to P 
to compute the section modulus--cn the assumption of VT = 
15t and make a correctfon dependfng on the experimental 
and calculated bending stiffnesses. Outside of t-his cor- 
rection, the stresses were calculated in accordance with 
the recommendations made in Part II. The results of the 
calculations are shown in table II. 

- 

The test log states definitely that beams 2, 3, and 6 
failed by buckling of the free edge between rivets. The 
rfvet spacing was 1 in&h; the Euler stress (C = 1) for 
the thicker component of the free edge was calculated, and 
the last column of table II gives t;ge fixity coeff%cient- 
developed in the tests, i.e*, the ratio of total stress to 
Euler strsss. (The Euler stress of the thicker component 
was used because it was congidcred that the thinner com- 
ponent cannot buckle until the thick one buckles, the riv- 
ets preventing the shortening of the chord necesaarg for 
buckling.) 

I- 

It will be noted that, contrary to the usual assump- 
tion of C = 4 for this type of buckling, the coefficients 
developed were bet-oeen 1.3 and 1.8, excepting beam 6 with 
C = 2,4. This last coefficient is high because the calcu- 
latlon of the stresses neglected the fact that the cover - 
sheet had a mahogany veneer sheet cemented to-it, which.. 
helped to reduce both the direct bending stresses and the 

. bending stresses due to torsion. l".--- 

MO statement is made in the test log of the type of 
failure for beam 4, Consider&g the unusual constructfon 
Of thZs beam lit is probable that excessive deformation-of 
the whole beam or of-a local zone determined the'limfting 
load. Beam 5 was stated to have "deve1oped.a bad buckle 
near center." The fixity coefficients calculated for these 
two beams are therefore of interest only insofar as they 
show that the calculated values are not unreasonable. 

The report of tests on these and other box beams 
stresses the importance and prevalence 02 free-edge failure. 
Table II s-bows that the bending stresses due to torsion are 
decisive factors in this type of failure. 

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory, 
Xational Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 

Langley Pield, Va,, April 10, 1935. 
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TABLE I . 

Dimensions of Test Beams 
---- ----- --- 
Beam 

---~~~~~~~~~~~~: 

Dimensions are in inches. 

TABLE II 

Calculated Stresses fn Test aealits 

~~~~~~~~~~'I- I1 

Stresses are in pounds per square inch. 

f I' normal stress due to bending load. 
f2 9 normal stress due to torsion. 
f 3’ normal stress due to .diagonal tension. 

ftotal = f, f f, -I- f, 

C = ftotal Euler /f 

f%ler = 
TT2 E t2 
12 (1 

--- -0.90 E 
- /.~a) b2 
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Figure 2.-Box with corner flanges. 

i?igure 3.-Component cell of box. 
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Figure 4.-Test specimens for strain gage tests. 
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Figure 6.-Loadstross curves for 0.044 inch box. 
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Figure 6.-Load.-stiess curves for 0.022 Inch box. 
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Figure 'I.-Loadstresa curves for 0.011 inch box. 
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Figure 10.~Set-up for static tests. 
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